ANGELA OAKLEY IS THE Chief Financial Officer at the Mental Health Center of Denver, overseeing the organization’s accounting, finance, contracting/payer strategies and accounts receivable functions.

With more than 25 years of experience in healthcare finance, Ms. Oakley has worked in both nonprofit and for-profit organizations including hospitals, insurance entities and other healthcare establishments. Her passion for leadership and mission-oriented work fuels her drive to enhance well-being throughout the community.

This passion is seen in her ability to successfully communicate the value and importance of the clinical and preventative services provided by the Mental Health Center of Denver. She leverages the organization’s financials to tell the story of how such services provide tremendous value to the community, reduce hospital visits, and lowers insurers’ cost of care over time to companies in black and red.

Since coming to the Mental Health Center of Denver in 2016, Ms. Oakley has created systems that enable the organization to spot financial issues and respond to them quickly, appropriately and effectively.

She has taken a simplified approach to making complex financial information meaningful and actionable to all leaders within the organization as well as to the community. Her simplified reports and efforts at basic financial education have made financial discussions more interactive and productive, and staff can now respond with more informed questions.

“Financial information needs to be clear and understandable so that readers can grasp the details – and their implications – immediately.”
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